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The First Term Examination of English 

 

    Hello,  

     Thanks for asking me about my dream job. Well, when I was a child, I dreamt of 

becoming a journalist because I used to like speaking to peers and telling them stories. 

     Recently, I've decided to become a doctor. You ask me why? Simply because of the 

pandemic Covid 19. As you know everything has changed since February 2020. Million 

 of people all over the world have been suffering and thousands have been dying. To be  

a doctor for me, means to stop pain and death. Now, I'm convinced that medicine is the 

noblest profession in the world.  

     By the way, I will get enough information about that job details from uncle Hamid  

my dad's friend, who is a cardiologist doctor. 

     I hope my dream comes true someday. 

                                            Best regards 

                                                     Farid 

Part One: (12 PTS) 

  A/ Reading Comprehension                                                                                  (06pts) 

    Read the text carefully and do the following activities 

    Activity One:  Read the following and write 'True', 'False' or not mentioned.  

                                                                                                                                     (2pts)               

         1- Farid's dream was to become a teacher. 

         2- Farid used to speak a lot to his peers. 

         3- Covid pandemic started last year. 

         4- Farid's dad wants him to be a surgeon. 

   Activity Two: Answer the following questions.                                                  (2pts)  

         -   What does Farid want to be in the future?  

         -  Will Farid ask his dad for information about his latest dream job? 

 Activity Three: Match words in column A with their equivalent in column B. (2pts) 
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B A 

- career 

- speaking 

- because 

- hope     

- talking 

- wish 

- job  

- as  
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B/ Mastery of Language.                                                                                      (6pts)   

  Activity One:  Correct the underlined mistakes.                                             (2pts)     

      When Covid 19 appear,  farid was think to be an journalist. 

   Activity Two:  Combine the following using appropriate linking words. 

                                   (like- unlike – whereas)                                                      (2pts)                                                                                                                         

    1- Farid is a responsible boy………………..his brother is thoughtless. 

    2- ……………worldwide people who strictly take care of virus, most of Algerians are 

        careless.  

    Activity Three: Pick out from the text 4 words and complete the table 

                                according to the pronunciation of their final “ed "              (2pts) 

 

 

Part two:  Written Expression  (8pts) 

 

You and your classmates are discussing the topic of “Your Dream Career”. You 

want to participate in this discussion. 

 
Write a paragraph (about 8-10 lines) in which you:  
 

1-Greet readers (Hi, hello…….) 
 
2-Introduce yourself (name –age – family …). 
 
3-Mention your personality features (using adjectives) 
 
4-Talk about your dream career (job) and the reasons(causes) why you have chosen it. 
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/id/ /d/ /t/ 

 

1)…………………. 

 

1)…………………. 

 

2)………………… 

 

1)…………………. 
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